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USE OF MATRIX METHODS OF

GAUSSIAN OPriCS
BY

Frederic B. White, III
ABSTRACT
A high-power gaadynamio•laser example system

and 1"tli optic

~s

described,

elements are represented ·i n the ABCD-matrix for-

malism of Gausa1an op-tics.

Propagation a£ Gau111aian beams, image

formation, focusing, and steering by transverse refractive-index
gradients aro modeled vith the ABCD matrix "technique.. The

a£

all translation and rotations of optical elements

effec~s

a~a

repre-

aented as matrices and vectors in the ABeD-matrix formalism, and
are analyzed as component misalignments vith single and multiple

beam reflectionc.

Example calculations show

~hat

alignment beams

making JDUl. tiple round trips inside an unstable resoMtor can
eaaily provide satisfactory resonator alignment and designation
of 'the aim point of an output optical

train~
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ANALYSIS OF UNSTABLE-RESONATOR AND OPTICALTRAil LASER ALIGNMENT SYSTEMS BY THE

USE OF MATRIX METHODS OF

GAUSSIAN OPTICS
BY

Frederic B. White, III
ABSTRACT

A high-paver ga•dynamic-la&er sxample system is described,
and its optical elements are represented in
malism of Gaus•lan

op~ics.

~he

ABCD-matrix for-

Propagation of Gaussian beams, image

formation. focusing, and steering by transverse refractive-index
gradients aro modeled vith the ABCD matrix technique.

The effects

of small translations and rotations of optical elements are represented as matrices and vectors in the ABCD•matrix formalism, and
are analyzed as component misalignments with single and multiple
beam reflections.

Example calculations show that alignment beams

making multiple roWld trips ins ida an unstable resonator can
easily provide satisfactory resonator alignment and designation
of the aill\ point of an output optical train.

INTRODUCTION
The development of lasers and optical systems for longdistance beam propagation has evolved from modest beginnings
into high-power lasers, amplifiers, and beam-expanding· telescopes.
With the advent of the unstable resonator and aerodynamic window,
design of a high-power gasdynamic or chemical laser, with large
mo de volume, good transverse mode discrimination, all-reflecting
optics, an

no solid windows, was made possible.

Coupling this

laser to an output optical train, which expands the beam, focuses,
and directs it, makes possible long-distance propagation.

For

e ampl , a 1 m diam ter nearly diffraction-limited beam of
10. jim
s r a

a iation can propagate over 70 km without appreciable
in b am diameter.

W th a nominal beam diameter of 1 m at a distance of 70 km
rom the laser system, the beam must be aligned to within ! 7 trad .
to hit a tar et.

Krupke and Sooy (1969) have shown that similar

angular tal ranees are present in the alignment requirements
of unstable resonators.

Thus, the required performance of any

alignment technique is to fix the angular orientation of certain
optical components to within errors in the microradian range.
analytical technique which can predict this performance is the
topic of this report.
To perform this analysis, the following approach will be
1

An

2

used.

The basic laser system will be described.

Then, the

mathematical basis of the ABCD matrix technique will be presented,
and applied to simple optical elements.

Special matrix techniques

pertinent to alignment systems will be discussed.

Finally, gen-

eral applications to the basic laser system will be presented.

CHAPTER I
AN EXAMPLE LASER SYSTEM

System Description
The laser system, shown in figure 1, consists of three
subsystems:

the laser, the output optical train, and the align-

m nt

This divis"on into subsystems is an artificial one,

roup.

be aus

the subsystem boundaries are determined only by the

point w ere the alignment group joins the rest of the system,
and this will vary

rom system to system.

The basic f unctions of each subsystem are as follows:
h

1 s r provides the high-power output beam, with steering optics

o

"rect it to th

output optical train.

The output optical

tra·n tak s the hi h power beam, expands it, sets its focus,
and

irects it to the target.

The alignment group measures the

angular orientation and position of various optical components
in both the laser and the output optical train, making possible
their correct alignment.
Subsystem Description
Laser Subsystem
The laser subsystem is shown in figure 2.

It consists of

resonator convex mirror M-1, resonator concave mirror M-2,

3

Fig. 1.

High-power laser system--subsystem block diagram

Alignment ,
Group
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resonator hole-coupling mirror M-3, beam-turning mirror M-4,
aerodynamic window W-1, apertures A-1 and A-2, the flowing gain
medium, and (not shown) associated mirror mounts, shutters, and
hardware.
The example resonator is a positive-branch confocal unstable
resonator, with an output approximately described by the bareresonator, fundamental geometric mode of a uniform-intensity
annulus with a plane

~vefront

(Krupke and Sooy 19b9).

The

laser output propagates along a line joining the centers of
curvature o

mirrors M-1 and M-2.

The basic alignment require-

ment for the laser is to rotate M-1 and M- 2 to the position that
this line o

propagation coincides with the common centerline

of A-1, A-2, and the hole in M-J.
M-J and

M-4

Then minor rotations of

are used to direct the laser output into the output

optical train.
Output Optical Train
The output optical train is shown in figure
of beam-clipping mirror

M-5,

J.

It consists

convex mirror M-b, concave mirror

M-7,

beam-directing mirror M-8, power meter P-1, aperture A-3, and
associated mirror mounts and hardware.

Mirrors M-6 and

a Cassegrain telescope; M-6 translates to focus it.

M-5

M-7 form
is used

to remove that central portion of the beam which would not pass
through the Cassegrain telescope, but instead return to the laser.
The beam sample it clips out is used for power
power meter P-1.

measurem~nts

in

Aperture A-J insures that what passes through

7

•

~

8
it will not spill over M-o, and that the backside of M-7 is
protected from beam damage.

Beam-directing mirror M-8 points

the fo·cused Cassegrain-tel escape output at the target.
Alignment Group
The alignment group is shown in figure

4.

It consists of

alignment laser with focusing collimator L-1, spatial-filter
aperture A-6, concave mirror M-9, steering mirrorM-10, apertures

A-4

and

A-5,

pellicle beamsplitter S-1, a shutter, associated

mirror and aperture mounts, and hardware.

Laser L-1 provides

the alignment beam, which passes through the spatial filter A-b
to mirror M-9.

M-9 collimates the beam and sends it to M-10

which directs the beam through aperture

A-5

to the pellicle.

The p 111 le beamsplitter is a thin membrane, about
and co ted for a 50:50 beamsplit.

5 f m thick,

To insure that the alignment

beam hits the pellicle in the same place for each alignment,
mirrors M-

an

M-9 are simultaneously adjusted so that the beam

passes through apertures

A-4

and

A-5.

The pellicle directs the

input alignment beam to the laser, and allows a portion of the
return alignment beam from the laser to pass through it to the
output optical train, and finally, to the target.
Basic Alignment Procedure
The basic alignment technique is to center the alignment
beam on all mirrors and apertures by rotating and translating
the appropriate mirrors.

By insuring that the return alignment

beam hits the same spot on the pellicle as the input alignment

<::==J

TO LASER SUBSYSTEM

L-1

Fig.

A-6-

SHUTIER

4.

Alignment group

TO OUTPUI' OPTICAL TRAIN

c>

10

beam, along with having both a uniform, doughnut-shaped intensity
pattern for the return beam at the pellicle and a uniform intensity pattern for the return beam at A-6, the propagation axis
for the high-paver beam is made the same as the
axis of the alignment beam.

propaga~ion

CHAPI'ER II

ABCD MATRIX LAW FOR GAUSSIAN OPTICS .
General Form
Consider some general system shown in figure

5.

The

......

system li has some input column vector r 1 :
(1)

=

The

syste~

~

M has some output column vector r2:
=

(2)

•

r 2'

In the ABCD matri

li represents a linear

formalism, the matrix

system, with the system output r2 related to the system input

......

r2

~

= 1! rl

(J)

J

~:] = ~ :] [::]
r2

-

A rl + B r '
1

r2'

=

c

rl + D r 1 r

(5)
•

Consider some composite system shown in figure 6.
11

(4)

(6)

With

12

_r_l________

Fig.

Fig. 6.

Fig.

5.

__

~~~1~ n__________~_r2~•~

General matrix block diagram

Composite matrix system block diagram

7. Equivalent composite matrix block diagram
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lik defined as li in equations (3) and

(4), a general transfer

function matrix ~~ which relates the input rl to the output
_...

rk, can be found from the following expression:

= !4c-l •••

~ ~

•

(7)

Equation (7) is depicted by figures b and 7, which are equivalent.
Application to Rays and Spherical Waves
In Optical Systems
As described concisely by Yariv (1971, chap. 2), both
paraxial rays and spherical waves can be handled with the ABCD
matrix method.

..

Shown 'n figure 8 is some input ray defined by

of equation (1), some optical system with matrix !L and some
1
output ray defined by
of equation (2). Associated with H
r

r;

is some

at the z

nput coord1nate system (x 1 , Yl, zl) and some output
_..
The input vector r1 is located
1

= 0 plane and is defined in terms of (xl, y1 , z1 ) as
(8)

=
=

(9)

~

The output vector r2 is located at the z2

=0

plane and is defined

in terms of {x 2 , y2 , z2) as

=

r2
r2'
with ~ related to

fl

= dx 2/dz 2

by equation

(10)

x2
I

(J). li can

(11)
r~present propa-

gation along a distance, propagation through optical elements,
combinations of both, etc.

\

I

1 AT z1

=

INFUr VECTOR

....
r

0

Fig. 8.

Matrix system for optical

/

I

~

H

ray~

r2

AT z2

=

OUTPUT VEI:rOR

.....
r2
0

Fig. 9.

=
r'

r
1

=

PARAXIAL

:x

dx/dz

= tan

Q

= x/R

APPROXI~ATION:

=

Q

X

Spherical wave and equivalent paraxial ray

r

R

SPHERICAL WAVE
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The geometrical relationship between a spherical wave and
one of its associated paraxial rays is shown in figure 9.

The

input wave's radius of curvature can be expressed as
(12)

with a corresponding expression for the radius of curvature R2 of
the output wave.

The relationship between the radii of curvature

of the input and output waves is expressed by

A R1 + B

(lJ)

C R • D
1

with the optical system matrix

li again represented by

Application to Gaussian Beams
As described by Yariv (1Y11, chaps. J and
and Bell (1

4), Sinclair

9, chap. 4), and Kogelnik and Li (1966), the output

modes of a stable laser can be approximately described by Gaussian
beam parameters.

The complex parameter q(z) is defined in terms

of the beam radius of curvature R(z) and beam width w{z) by
1

=

q(z)

1

R(z)

_ j

X
't{ w2(z)

(15)

where z is the coordinate in the direction of beam propagation,

A is the waveleng h, and

j is

'{=f' . Because

q(z) transforms

in the same way as the radius of curvature of spherical waves, it
is called the complex radius of the Gaussian beam, and the rela-

tionship between some input q and some output q2 can be found
1

17
from the system's ABCD matrix:
(16)

The Gaussian beam can be handled with the same ABCD matrices that
are used for paraxial rays and spherical waves.
Application to Imaging Systems
Image Formation
Klein (1970, chap. 3) has shown. that the requirement of
image formation is a value of zero for the B term in the ABCD
matrix relating the object plane to the image plane.

In this

case, the image lateral magnification will be given by A.
B

1 0,

the location z

If

=

d in the output coordinate system
2
( 2 , y 2, z ) where the image is located can be found by finding
2
H. = D H
(17)
-l.

where

~

--

is given by (Yariv 1971, p. 20)
(18)

The

g

matrix represents propagation along a length d.

With the

elements of H given by equation (14) for some general case,
~

can be written as

~

=

~i

ci

Bi

Di

J = [A:dC

:dj.

(19)

The image-formation requirement can be specified as
Bi

-

0

,

(20)

18
yielding a value of d given by

d

=

-B/D •

{21)

The value of the lateral image magnification is

!!£

A -

(22)

D

Focusing
Consider some input spherical wave with radius of curvature
..,».

R1 and representative paraxial ray r 1 defined by equations (1)
and (12), some system matrix

li defined by equation (14) and some

output spherical wave with radius of curvature R2 and represen-

-

tative paraxial ray r 2 defined similarly to ~
r 1 • The requirement
that the output spherical wave be focused is that ·
r2

=

for all input rays r 1 satisfying equation (12).
A + B/Rl

This implies that

{24)

= 0

quat ion (24) is not met, the location of

If the requirem nt o
the point of focus z

{23)

0

2

=d

in the output coordinate system

(x , Y2, z ) can be found by forming

2

2

!!r =

(25)

DH,
~

where D is defined by equation (ld) and the vector r

3

is given by
(2b)

The focusing requirement of equations {23) and {24), when applied
_...

to vector r , gives
3

d

= _ A R1

+ B •
CR + D

1

(27)

19
Equations

(13) and (27) have similar forms; an interpretation of

this that the output spherical wave must be propagated a distanc e
equal to its radius of curvature for it to reach a focus .
The requirement that an optical system li bring a Gaussian
beam into focus is for the o tput beam parameter q2 of equations

(15) and (lo) be imaginary. Perhaps an easier approach to finding
the Gaussian focus is to use equation (lb) to find q2 , use equation

(15) to find R2 and w2, and then use equation (28) . below.

Sinclair and Bell (1

9, p. 94) have shown that if R and w are

known, then t e Gaussian beam has propagated a distance z from
its focus (z

= 0),

where

z

=

R

(28)

By propagating the Gaussian output beam a distance of -z, the
beam is brought to a focus.
Indivi dual 0 tical Com onents
Yariv (1 71, p. 20), Klein (1970, chap. 3), and Kogelnik
and Li (1

o, p. 1313) give matrix representations for various

optical elem nts.

.

The following optical elements and their

matrices will be used later in this paper:
As presented in equation (18), the matrix Q for propagation
a distance d is as follows:

-D =

•

. {29)

Propagation through a thin lens of focal length f can be

20

represented by the matrix b as follows:
(30)

A spherical mirror with radius of curvature R cah be represented by the matrix

~

as follows:
(31)

A confocal telescope, with input at lens {or mirror) num-

b r one, output at lens (or mirror) number two, and lens (or
mirror) separation equal to the sum of the signed focal lengths,
.
can be represented by the matrix

- =

T

~

as follows:

•

(32)

Note that the input vector is at the plane of the first lens,
and the output vector is at the plane of the second lens.

CHAPTER III

SPECIAL MATRIX APPLICATIONS
Static Misalignment of Individual Components
Optical components are considered rigid bodies for the
purpose of misalignment analysis, and as such have three translational degrees of freedom and three rotational degrees of
freedom.

Each optical element will have associated with it

an input coordinate system (x , y 1 , z 1 ) in rectangular Cartesian
1
coordinates and an output coordinate system (x 2 , y , z2) in
2
rectangular Cartesian coordinates.

For the purposes of the

follow·ng analysis, two special cases will be

considered~

For

a simple lens, the input and output coordinate systems are
identical; for a mirror, the x axes are identical, while the
input and output y

,axe~

ate antiparallel, as are the z axes;,

and both coordinate systems have a common origin.

Deviations

from these special cases are treated in the Appendix.

For both

cases, the positive z axis is considered the axis of propagation.
The fixed coordinate system (I, Y, Z), in which the optical
element's translation and rotation are measured, is identical
to the input coordinate system prior to translation or rotation.
Because of the two-dimensional nature of the ABCD matrix
technique, two matrices are required to handle a three-dimensional

21

22
situation.

The lix matrix relates the input ray vector ~x,l'

a function of x1 and z1, to the output ray vector ~, 2 , a function of x2 and z 2 ,

The

~

matrix relates the input ray vector

...

~

ry,l• a function of y1 and z 1 , to the output ray vector ry, 2,

a function of y 2 and z •
2
Translation of the optical element in the I direction will
require the use of the lix matrix.
will require the use of the

Translation in the Y direction

ny matrix.

Translation in the Z

direction will be equivalent for both Ex and

~·

Rotation about &n axis parallel to the Y axis is handled
using the Ex matrix.

Rotation about an axis parallel to the

X axis is handled using the H matrix. Rotation about the Z
-y
axis itself has no effect for optical elements with rotational
symm try about the Z axis; for other cases, consult the Appendix.
General translations and rotations can be separated into
parts requiring the

~

and

~

matrices individually.

For trans-

lations, the vectorial nature of the displacement is used, and
vector components in the X, Y, and Z directions are taken.
Rotations, in general, cannot be treated as vectors, for unless
they have parallel axies of rotation, they do not commute.
However, infinitesimal rotations are vectorial in nature; Goldstein

(1959, pp. 124-32) has shown that they are pseudovectors or
axial vectors.

The first-order approximation used by Goldstein

in defining the infinitesimal rotation is the paraxial approximation.

Thus, the rotations which can be handled with the ABCD

2)
matrix technique must be infinitesimal, and as such, can be
treated as vectors.

To accomplish this, the vector associated

with a rotation has a magnitude equal to the angle of rotation
and a direction parallel to the axis of rotation, with sense
according to the right-hand rule.

The components of this vector

in the I and Y directions are used with the

~

and

~

matrices

individually.
Because general translations and infinitesimal rotations of
optical elements can be broken up into separate components, the
following

techni~ues

are given for the I-Z plane only.

appiying the techniques to the

Y-e

In

plane, the assymetry asso-

elated with the infinitesimal-rotation pseudovector requires
that a positive rotation is pointed in the -X direction;
Component Translation Parallel
To the Optical Axis
Individual component translation parallel to the optical
axis can be handled with the~ matrix of equation (29).

For

a simple lens translated a distance d in the +Z direction, the
new output vector ~ can be written in terms of the lens matrix

~of equation (30), the Q matrix and its inverse Q-1 , and the
~

input vector r1, by

-Forming the inverse matrix

=
R-1

(JJ)

is the same as forming the matrix

to propagate a distance -d.
For a mirror, the form of the output vector is changed

24
from that of a lens because the mirror reverses the direction of
propagation upon reflection.

For a translation of the mirror

a distance d along the +Z axis, the new output vector is
. (34)

with

g defined

by equation (29) and ~defined by equation (Jl).

Equation (JJ) can be used for any optical element whose
z

and z 2 axes are parallel. Equation (34) can be used for
1
any optical element whose z 1 and z axes are antiparallel.
2
Component Translation Perpendicular
To the Optical Axi's
The translation of an optical element perpendicular to the
optical axis is treated by the addition of a. translation vector
---'"-

t

~

to the input vector, and a translation vector t 2 to the
1

output vector.
~~

For a simple lens or mirror, with general matrix

translated a distance d in the •I direction, the new output
-A.

-..:.

vector r2 can be written in terms of the input vector r1, as
follows:
(JS)

=

In the case of a simple lens or mirror, the input x1 axis and
_a.

the output x axis are equivalent.
2

~

Thus t 1 and t can be written
2

as follows:

=

(J6)

25

=

=

[:] .

(37)

Using the values of t 1 and t 2 from equations (36) and (37) in
equation

(35) gives

=
where

(3d)

! is the identity matrix. For a plane mirror, li

=~

and

the translation (parallel to the mirror's surface) has no effect
on the output vector.
Small Rotations of Components About
An Axis Perpendicular to the
Direction of Propagation
For an input ray to see a pure rotation of an optical
element, the axis of rotation must pass through the point of
intersection uf that ray and the input z1 = 0 plane.

Otherwise,

· the rotation is accompanied with a translation; see the Appendix
for details.

For the

pu~poses

of this analysis, the axis of

rotation is the +Y axis, and the displacement in the Z direction,
resulting from the rotation, which the input ray will see, is
neglected.

This assumption is reasonable if the range of values

of x 1 is small compared to the separation between various optical
elements.
Because, in the paraxial approximation, the r ' component
1
_....

of the r

1

input vector is the angle between the input ray and

the z1 axis, small rotations of the z1 axis about the Y

axi~

(equivalent to the y 1 axis) add directly to the r 1 ' component •
......

Thus, for a tbin lens or mirror, the vector a is added to the
1
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.....
........
input vector r , and a corresponding rotation vector a2 is
1
added to the

o~tput

vector, to form the new output vector

z=2,

where
(J9)

(40)

For a thin lens, with identical input and output coordinate
-L.

systems, the vector 82 represents a rotation in the opposite
-L

sense to &1 , and is given by

[_:] .

(41)

For a thin lens, equation (J9) becomes
(42)

Using the elements of

~from

~

r2

1:

L.

equation (30),

.......

rl +
_...

r2

[_l;f
=

0
0

l:] .

~

(43)

(44)

!t rl •

Equation (44) indicates that small rotations about the Y axis
do not effect propagation through a thin lens.
Because, for a mirror, the output y

2

axis is antiparallel

to the input y 1 axis, the rotation vector s 2 for a mirror is

· opposite in sign for that of a thin lens .

Thus, a new output
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......

vector r2 for a mirror with matrix

~

rotated through an angle

Q

about the Y axis can be defined in terms of the input vector r
1
.....
and the rotation vector s1 by

(45)
(46)
Using the elements of

~from

equation (Jl),

~ ~ ~ tl [-2~
+

:] [:] .

(47)

By defining the vector

(48)

equation (47) can be WTitten as

The

F2 = !! rJ. + t = !! (r]_"+ 1) .
(49)
...
rotation vector ~ can be added to the input vector before

the mirror matrix operation is performed, or it can be added
_..

afterward; this is permitted because the product

!

~

the vector

~

~

equals

~

• The nature of the rotation vector

~

indicates

that output ray is rotated through an angle equal to twice the
angle of mirror rotation.
First Order Approximation to Transverse
Refractive-Index Gradients
Gradients in the index of refraction, perpendicular to the
direction of propagation, can be handled with the ABCD matrix
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technique, if the following first-order approximation is considered:

The optical path along which the transverse gradient

exists is broken up into smaller paths along which the gradient
is constant.

In this case, the effect of the gradient on a

plane wave is shown schematically in figure 10.

The plane wave,

propagating a distance 6 6, is rotated through an angle 6 B,
which is found from the geometry of figure 10, using the smallangle approximations
l)B

=

b 6 -

AS(l - 6n/n) .
Ax

(50)

1

(51)
where the A operator signifies a small change, and n is the
index of refraction.

Taking the limit as A 6-+-0,
dB

d6

=

(52)

sin!.
dxn

With the refractive-index gradient a constant, ingegrating
equation (52) yields
dn
-dx n

S •

(53)

In the paraxial approximation,

-

(54)

B = dx.
dS

Substituting equation

(54) into equation

(52) and integrating

twice with respect to 6 yields

9!!.
dx

2
§.._ + 81 6 •

(55)

2n

Equations (SJ) and (S$) can be put in vector matrix notation,
by observing that x 1 and

s1

_.

are the two components of the r1

X

PROPAGATION

DIRECTION OF ,.._

PLANE
WAVE

Fig. 10.

\In
i\

1

= K ~.
As

Transverse refractive-index gradient

I. . . ~~~-.

SAME NUMBER OF WAVELENC11' H5

~0 is the free-space wavelength.

n + An

0

K
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input vector, and x 2 and 92 are the two components of the ;
2
output vector&
1

6

:..

=

+
0

1

s2

-dx2n
dn

xl

--

dn 5
dxn

91

•

(56)

Equation ($6) can be written as

($7)
where

~

is a form of the

~

matrix of equation (29), and the

.....

vector N is defined by
__..
N

=

s2

-dx2n
dn

dn
-dxn

5

(58)

•

Thus the effect of a constant, transverse refr ctive-index gradient
dq/dx over a path le

-Ill.

h 6 is accounted for by adding the vector N

to the ou put vector for propagation over that length 5.
Single-Component Rotation with
Multiple-Pass Beam§
Two mirrors facing each other, as in a Fabry Perot inter-

ferometer, a stable resonator, or an

unstabl~

resonator, can have

multiple reflections from the reflecting surfaces.

When one of

these surfaces is misaligned by a small rotation about an axis
perpendicular to the direction of propagation, this rotation
om the rotated surface.

steers the beam each time it reflects
Figure 11

haws the geometry

ed

:for the matrix analysis.

Fig. 11.

UNRarATED MIRROR WITH l'.ATRIX

ROI'ATED MIRROR WITH

NORMAL TO SURFACE

Multiple-pass geometry

~

MATRIX~
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~l

Equation (31) defines the matrix
the matrix

~

for the rotated mirror and

8~

a small angle

~,

The input vector for
-

--io-

reflection from its surface, is rl,i• i
vector for
-'-

r2 i' 1

~'

= 1,

~

for the unrotated mirror.

~he

after

2, ), •••

has been rotated through
prior to the i-th

=1,

2, 3, •••

The output

i th reflection from its surface, is

The two mirrors are separated by a distance

I

d, which has a propagation matrix

~

defined by equation (29).

~

I

The rotation vector ' is associated with the rotation angle 9J
its definition and use are given in
After

~he

e~uations

(48) and (49).

~'

first reflection from

(59)

After the ray propagates the distance d to mirror
and propagates back to

~,

1 it becomes the next input,

~ ,

is reflected,
as

follows:

(60)
After reflecting a second time from 111 ,
..A.

r2 , 2

!:t

a

~

~

~ ~ P. r2,1 + - •

(61)

Defining

r'2

I

2

c

E. ~

I

1 +

t.

(63)

Extending e uation (63) for another round trip,
I
_..
....
......
r2, J c l. (I. r2 .1 + (IJ) + Cl •
This can be generalized, for 1 reflections

f~om ~,

(

to

64)

-F
wh re th

i-1

E.

(59)

no

i-1 .....
r2,1 +

a

....

+!e) ,

•••

1x

Substituting the value of

into equation

r2, i

f+

t1on [i-l indicat , the mo

matrices.

_.

i-2 ......

(l

l

r2, 1

f

eqaatlo

(65),

i-1

lit

(-"--1

-A

rl, 1 + ~-

+ ••• +

For the purposes of rotational analysis, the

l.

+ !)

_..

asC!ftll~i

_,a,

that the input vector r 1 , 1 is zero.

Thus, -the final

~111tDartt

vector is

(F1-1

-

-

+ ••• + F + I

t.es

where the input beam hits the rotated JDirror ·

DeRusso, Roy, and Close (1965, pp. 2
Cayley~~lton

-~

2 I 2 m rix, the matrix polyno ial f F ,

where

scala

!

is

L

~

••

c

can be written as

he identity matrix and

0(

and

equation:
P(")f

The eigenvalues (1 and
1

=

Oi

~

~ are solutions of

2

= 0
ere

~

technique, vhich can be used

matrix polynomial of e uation (67), as fall

of po ers o

d1

atiD))

de nat

-F

=

{{7/ll.))

and with B, C

f.

0,

(AD-BC)

,

(72)

•

(73)

Since the matrices which form the product matrix [ are all

umimodu1ar, the determinant of

l is one:

=

AD - BC

(74)

1 •

Thus equations (72) and (73) reduce to

)' l

~2
The partie

1
A;D + ~--.(-~A-+D_ l-2 ----"'1 •

..

= A;D

-~ (Afl

2

( 75)

1

(76)

•

- 1

ar form of l,(f.) from equation (67) is

=

f (f:)

li-l

+ ••• +

E. + 1 •

(77)

This is a geometric series, and thus P( '?)) can be written
P(

a-)

(78)

i - 1 •

a

~-

1

Inserting P( y ) and the individual eigenvalues of I, into equation

(69) gives the following equations:

~li- 1

'11

= ol. i

- 1

+

~i ~

•

(79)

. (80)
These eq ations can be solved for o( 1 and

~ 2 ( ¥. i
"-

1

=

r

1)

-

1

-

11

(

6"2 i - 1 )
a--2 - 1

(11:

'

(81)
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~ i- 1

1

~~---

1
)]_ -

1 •

(82)

)'1
Equation (67) can be vritten in reduced form as
(83)

Using specific eigenfunctions of

~

further simplifications of

equation (8J)are possible; the particular case of the positivebranch confocal unstable resonator will be treated later.

CHAPTER IV

APPLICATION OF MATRIX-ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
TO THE EXAMPLE LASER SYSTEM

The example laser system. described in chapter I, can be
analyzed in two parts:
ment system performance.

high-power laser performance. and alignBoth parts have many common character-

istics.
High-Power Laser Performance
Static Alignment Re uireme.nts

The basic alignment re"uirements for th! optical elements
of the high-power laser system are to orient the laser mirrors
for proper laser output, and to orient the output-train mirrors
so that the output beam stays on those mirrors and arrives at
the designated target.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to

establish proper performance factors for these requirements.
Instead. this paper describes analysis

techni~ues

which determine

how vell the alignment rettuirements are met.
The basic technique to determine performance is to propagate an initially aligned ray (the zero vector) through the
optical train. insert appropriate element misalignments. and
observe the ray at various planes where beam location is critical •

.36
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The unstable-resonator output ray will be determined with the
geometric-optics method of Krupke and Sooy

(1969).

Unstable-resonator mirror alignment
Siegman and 6ziklas

(1974) have shown that the predicted

output for a typical high-power gasdynamic laser has a complicated.
phase and amplitude

di~tribution.

Their wave-optics model demon-

strates some of the detailed characteristics of a real laser's
output which is not present in the geometric-optics model, and
the wave-optics approach should be used when the effects neglected
by the geometric model (diffraction, flawing saturable gain medium,
etc.) are significant.

However, the geometric-optics model used by

Irupke and Sooy (1969) has shown good agreement with their experimental results, and will be used for this analysis.
Shawn in figure 12 is a misaligned unstable resonator, with
the output ray passing through the center of curvature of the
convex and concave mirrors.

Mirror designations are the same

as in chapter I, with the following additions:
of curvature of the concave mirror M-2.
vature of the convex mirror
separation between mirrors

M~l;

~1

Rc

is the radius

Ry is the radius of cur-

it is a negative number.

and M-2 is called d1-2•

The

The sep-

aration between mirrors M-1 and M-3 is called d 1_3• A small
rotation of mirror M-1 is termed
M-2 is called

Q •

c

Bv•

A small rotation of mirror

The directions of the rotations are negative

as shown in figure 12, which is consistent with previous notation.
Analysis of the geometry of figure 12, using the small-angle

Fig. 12.

11-...f - - - - - dl-2

Unstable resonator misalignment geometry

_ _,........_..J.-Bc +By-

MISALIGNED OU!PUT

dl-2

~

+---'-

+
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approximation, gives the value of the ray vector

r; at the

center of curvature of the convex mirror M-1 as
_.

ra

=

(84)

•

This vector is then p opagated backward to the plane passing
through the center of the hole-coupling mirror M-3, and the
_..

. resulting vector Ill is the input to mirror M-3:
~
·-v

- d

1-3

(85)

1

•

(86)

Rc Qc - Ry 8'Y

Be

+ Ry - d 1-2

If a small translation of M-1 in the x direction is designated

xy, and a small translation of M-2 in the x direction is designated x c • the effect of these translations can be introduced
into equation (86) by adding
~Rc to each term 9c•

adding
the

2

· :.;,/

to each term

9v

and by

Rotation of M-1 or M-2 about

axis, and t anslation of M-1 or M-2 along the

2

axis will

not change the output direction, as long as the resonator is
I

align d.
of th

The veetor ~ can now be propagated through the rest

optical train, to dete mine whe e the misaligned

will travel.

be~
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Because mirrors M-3 and M-4 are oriented at

45° with.

respect to the axis of beam propagation, they require the general
techniques of the Appendix to completely handle the effects o:t·

their misalignments.
be made.

However, a few general observations can

Because the mirrors are plane, their rotation can be

handled with the

techni~ues

of equation (49), with the axes of

rotation in the plane ot· each mirror.

Translation of each

mirror in the plane of the mirror will have no effect, while
translation of each mirror in a direction normal to its surface
will produce the combined effect of translation along the axis
of propagation, and translation perpendicular to the axis of
propagation, as handled by equations (34) and (38).
Aerodynamic window steering
Non-uniformity in the effective index of refraction of the
flowing medium in aerodynamic windows can cause steering of
laser beams passing through them.

Because of the short length

of interaction between beam and window, this steering can be
treated as pure beam rotation, as handled with equations (48)
and (49), with the

~matrix

being the identity matrix ! .of a

plane mirror.
Oytpyt-optical-train alignment
Each mirror in the output optical train can be misaligned
using techniques expressed by equations (34), ()8), and (49),
or in the Appendix.

A comparison oi the m~salignment results

can be an aid to troub eshooting.

For instance, if the laser

System's output were to miss the target, it may be possible to
~

rule out rotation of a resonator mirror as a possible cause,
because the amount of rotation required would cause the beam

.

.....

to miss the Cassegrain telescope's entrance aperture completely.
Because of the angular demagnification of the Cassegrain telescope,
the tightest angular tolerances for the mirrors of the output
optical train wopld be on

~7

and M-8.

A knowledge of misalign-

ment effects in the output optical train can be used to establish
a performance tradeoff
pointing ace

b~een

mirror mount rigidity and beam-

acy at the target.
Cassegrain-Telescope

Focusi~

Determination of the Cassegrain-telescope mirror separation
required to focus the beam on target can be determined
vays.

~n

two

A plane wave outp t from the confocal unstable resonator

is assumed.

Then the spherical-wave propagation techniques of

equations (lQ-1)) and

(2)·27), or the Gaussian-beam propagation

techniques of equations

(15), (16), and (28) can be used with

the associated matrices of the optical train to propagate to
the focus.

The mirror separation in the Cassegrain telescope

can be varied analytically or numerically to find the relationship between mir or separation and point of focus.
Temperature Gradient Beam Steering
Propagation of a laser beam over long distances close to
the ground becomes a function of the interaction between the
heated ear h and the air above it.

The variation of the surface
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terrain composition (grass, trees, dirt, water, hummocks, etc.)
and

~he

variation in local heating from the sun {clouds, shade,

etc.) can cause the air temperature near the surface to vary
appreciably.

Because the sun can provide a fairly constant energy

source, a fairly constant temperature gradient can be maintained
in the air near the earth's surface.
To make an estimate of this effect on beam propagation,
a constant downward temperature gradient is assumed along the
entire beam path.

The relationship between this gradient and

the gradient in the index of refraction.is shown below.
The beam-propagation coordinate system has the z axis
for the direction of propagation, with the x axis in the vertical
upward direction.

The beam starts at the origin, initially

pointed along the z axis.

Using this notation, the results of

propagation are given by equations (57) and (58), where 6 is the
length of the beam path, and the refractive index gradient is
found from the following derivation • .
Born and Wolf (1970, p. 88) indicate that the approximate
relationship between :n, the indeX of refraction of air, and

I

the density of air, is
n2 - 1

where X is a constant.

(87)

=

(88)

Defining
n - 1

with An small for air.

= K~ ,

6n ,

Using this definition in equation (87),
lln (2 + Ll.n)

= K ~•

(89)
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Retaining only first-order terms in on,
4n

Using the ideal gas

=

!

2

(90)

l~w

with~

.

~

(91)

1 '

a constant and the pressure p also a constant along the

horizontal beam path, equation (90) can be written as a function
of the temperature T1
(92)

where

' is the resulting lumped constant of proportionality,

and Ts is the standard temperature for .which "/ is: determined.
Writing equation (92) in terms of equation (88) and differentiating with respect to x,
dn

dT
-d:x

-dx = -

(93)

•

If the temperature along the beam path is approximately equal

to the standard temperature T s , then equations

(91) and (93)

reduce to
6n

2.!!
dx

c

= '? ,

(94)

--T

(95)

An

dT •
dx

Born and Wolf (1970, p. 88) give a typical value of 2.929 I lo-4
for An in air at typical conditions (14.S°C, 1 a'tm).
·eq ation (9S) ban be written as followss

Us ng this,

dn

-

dx

c

- 1.018 X lo- 6 dT

(96)

-

dx

As a numerical example, consider a 1°C variation in temperature over a height of_ 1 m, with a path length of 1 km.
air hotter at the bottom of the beam, equations

(57)

With the

and

(58)

indicate that the temperature gradient has shifted the beam

o.S

m up at the target, and pointed it up at an angle of lo-3 rad.

This steering effect produces a displacement at the target that
is quadratic in the distance to the target, and a beam rotation
at the target that is linear in the distance to the target.
Temperature-gradient beam steering can also play a role
in the performance of the laser alignment system.

An alignment

beam sent to the target will experience the same steering as the
high power laser beam (ignoring high-po er effects).

In addition.

containment ducts and the chamber enclosing the gain medium,
often partially evacuated during high-poW9r operation, may be
at typical atmospheric conditions during aligrunent, and thus
sustain significant temperature gradients due to heating (from the
sun, etc.) during alignment.

Even when materials such

as

INVAR

are used to minimize differential thermal-growth problems, the
air itself can become the limiting factor in precision alignments.
As a typical example, a 10 em diameter beam propagating over a

10 m path wnu d r
across the p

u

e that the air-temperature difference

h be leas th t 0.01°c if the beam steering angle

has to be less than 1 prad.
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Alignment-System Performance
The Alignment Hypothea$a
The fundamantal alignment hypothesis is that when the
aligrunent system has "perfectly'' aligned the W\stable resonator,
the resonator will still be
power beam.

~erfectly"

aligned for the high-

An additional hypothesis is that the return alignment

beam will follow the same path as the high-power beam. from the
unstable resonator to the target.

A measure of alignment system

· performance is how well these two hypotheses are met.
Basic Misalignment Analysis
The techniques used to analyze

~he

effects of misalignments

of mirrors in the output optical train on the propation of the
high power beam through that train can also be used to analyze
the alignment beam propagation.

A primary difference between

alignment-beam propagation and high-power beam propagation is
that the alignment beam maJ experience multiple reflections
from misaligned elements.

Multiple reflections can be handled

either by applying the appropriate single-reflection equation
to the beam each time it reflects from the misaligned surface. or
by using a general expression such as equation

(83).

Multiple Passes Inside the Unstable Resonator
To

determin~

the effect of the unstable resonator on an

alignment beam which propagates through it, it is necessary to
know how many times the beam reflects from each mirror of the
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resonator.

This can be determined experimentally, by observing

the intensity pattern the beam makes as it hits the various
mirrors.

It can be determined by repeated numerical solution

to the Fresnel diffraction equation.

Two alternative

ana~ytical

techniques are discussed here.
Geometric-optics propagation
Certain unstable resonators can be approximately analyzed
by using geometric optics for alignment beam propagation.

These

are the nonconfocal resonators, and are characterized by a nonzero value for the C element in their round-trip
equation (62).

! matrix of

Confocal resonators with collimated inputs

must be excluded because geometric optics predicts an infinlte
number of round trips inside the cavity would be required for the
beam to leave the cavity.

A noncollimated input beam can be

propagated through a confocal unstable resonator without getting
trapped.
The input alignment beam is represented by two vectors,
~ and

V, of the form given in equation

(1~ •

They represent

spherical waves, and the relationship between their .first and
second components is expressed in equation (12).

In forming

the second component of each, the same radius of curvature R
for the input alignment beam is used.

For their first components,

the value of u is taken as the radius of the input beam's outer
edge (in cross-section), while the value of v is the radius of
the

nput beam •s inner edge, which if formed by the hole in
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the hole co pling mirror.
~

The two vectors are

u

=

...v

=

[:] ~~]
=

:J

=

~)R]

'

'

(97)

(98)

where b0 is the input beam cross-sectional outer radius, b1
is the input beam cross sectional inner radius, and R is the
input beam radius of curvature.

These two vectors are propagated through the resonator, and
each time they arrive at the hole-coupler mirror M-3, the

~utrent

values of v and u are compared respectively with b8 , the effective
outer radius of M-J (as determined by the limiting aperture A-1),
and bi, the radius of the hole in

~).

When the value of u grows

larger than bi' output coupling of the return alignment beam takes
place.

HOwever, if v is less than bi, there is still a portion

of the beam that will . continue to propagate inside the resonator.
To represent the continuing portion, the current value of u is ·
replaced by bi, and the current value of u• is multiplied by
b f • This process continues until the current value of v pecomes
greater than b 1 •

An additional refinement to note in this al-

gorithm is that the aperture A-2 may clip the alignment beam
during its pas es through the cavity.

...

This can be taken into

account by modifying u approp iately whenever clipping (the
current value of u being greater than the aperture radius)
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occurs.

Also, it is possible for the beam to grow too big for

the resonator, even with no beam coupling out.

This occurs

when the current value of v exceeds b 0 or the radius of aperture A-2.
Gaussian-beam propagation

A second analytical technique for determining the number
of round trips the alignment beam makes inside the resonator uses
Gaussian beam propagation, as described in equations

(16).

(15) and

The input beam outer and inner cross-sectional radii

b 0 and bi are assumed to be certain fractions of the input
Gaussianbe

idth parameter w. The geometric optics assumption

is made that the beam edge remains distinct as the Gaussian beam
propagates, indicating that the ratios bafw and b1/w remain
constant during propagation, changing only when the beam passes
through a limiting aperture.

Thus, at each aperture and at the

hole coupling mirror, the inner and outer beam radii are calculated from the Gaussian beam parameters, and the same outputcoupling criterion for the geometric

~ptics

ray vectors is used

for the Gaussian beam.
It is the nature of the unstable resonator that there
exists no Gaussian-beam eigenfunction for it.

Consequently,

the Gaussian beam must diffract out of the resonator in a finite
b r cf passes.

Thu , this G ssian-beam prop gation

t~chni,ue

can be used for confocal unstable resonators with collimated

inputs.
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estions concerning the regions of validity for these
two approximate analytical techniques have to be handled on an
individual bas s.

Even if the results of a more-exact wave

optics (Fresnel diffraction) approach were used, the results
might not agree with experiment.

Such factors as distortion of

the input wavefront, atmospheric turbulence, and coherence length
of the laser beam can cause variation in experimental observation.

These analytical techniques are an approximation to

the experimental situation, and as such, have utility.
Resonator mi ror rotational sensitivity
Once the number of round trips inside the resonator has

.

been determined, equa ions

(75•8)) can be used to determine

resonator mirror rotational sensitivity.

Hawever, the expressions

for the eigenvalues of the l matrix, given in equations

(75)

and (76), must be modified for the case of the confocal .. resonator.
The modification is required because the C element of the l
matrix is zero, and so the confocal eigenvalues are

(99)
v
'2
By

= D •

(100)

noting that the focal length of a spherical mirror is half of

its radius of curvat re, the matrix l can be formed from the
aduc

of the confocal tel scope matrix I from equation (32)

-

and the D matrix from e uation (29), with the d value equal to
\

the sum of the focal length • The resulting f. matri
I

is expressed
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as followsz
(101)

'

where R is the signed radiu& of curvature of the mirror being
1

rotated, R2 is the signed radius

a.f

curvature of the other

resonator mirror, and d is the mirror separation.

If the parameter m is defined as the ratio of the absolute
values of the radii of curvature of the concave and caltV'ex
mirrors, respectively,
m

then

l

=

(102)

can be defined for the convex mirror as

(103)

I

with a corresponding expression for the concave mirror,
F

-c

-

[:

d(l + m)

1/m

By using the values of the A and D elements of

(lo4)

•

f.v

and

I.e

as

the appropriate eigenvalues (from equations (99) and (100))
for equations (81) and (82), equation (83) can be evaluated,
giving the rotational sensitivities for the confocal unstable
resonator's convex and concave mirrors in the form of an output
ray vector.

This vector is propagated to the pellicle and

other significant plane

in the alignment group and output

optical train, where its location is used as an alignment

criterion.
Alignment Sensitivities
To evaluate alignment sensitivities for an optical component

anywhere in the laser system, it is necessary to define what
alignment criterion is used.

If the alignment criterion specifies

that the return alignment beam shall hit the pellicle no more than
1 em (for example) from where the input alignment beam hit the
pellicle, then the alignment sensitivity for each component would
·be measured in terms of shift of the ret}mn beam, relative to
the input beam, at the pellicle.

Alignment sensitivity can be

defined in terms of misaligrunent of single optical components
or groups of optical components.

It can also be calculated in

terms of steering of the high-power beam, in the following manner.
A minor misalignment is assumed for a particular component.

The

standard alignment procedure is followed, and the return beam
at, for instance, the pellicle, is brought into

•perfect~

alignment.

To do this, some other optical element had to be misaligned to
compensate for the particular element's original misalignment.
The combined effect can result in a misalignment of the highpower beam, even though the alignment system indicates 11perfect"
aligrunent.

Thus an alignment sensi ti vi ty can be defined in terms

of error in high-power beam pointing.
These general alignment sensitivities all relate to the
question of how well the path of the alignment beam duplicates
the path of the high

po~r

beam.

Such items as aerodynamic-

window steering (present for the high-power beam but absent
during alignment), temperature-gradient beam steering (present
in different amounts during high-power operation and alignment),
and component deviation from "perfect" alignment (producing
different results for the high-power beam and the alignment
beam) cause the two b am path to differ in amounts predicted
by the analysis techniques of this paper.

Example

Calculation~~

Calculation of the Rotational Sensitivities
of the Cassegrain System Components
An analysis of the rotational sensitivities of components
in the Cassegrain telescope system illustrates the operation of
the ABCD matrix technique.

The component values are chosen to

be somewhat representative of present and future optical systems.
However, integral values are chosen wherever possible, to ease
computation.
Figure 13 shows the details of the Cassegrain system,
consisting of mirrors M-6, M-7, and M-8.

Mirror

~6

is a convex

spherical mirror with a radius of curvature R6 of - 1.0 m.
Mirror M-7
vature

a7 of

is a concave spherical mirror with a radius of cur-

10.0 m.

Mirror M-8 is plane.

The mirror diameters

are sized to accept a 0.1 m diameter beam at4 the input to the
Cass g ain telescope and prod ce a 1.0 m diameter output beam.
The separ tion

b~een

confocal sap r tion of

M-6 and M-7 has been increased from its

4.$

m by tran l t

M 6.

Thi

increased

J.o q,

fo

··~,e»z.

Fig. 13.

6.0 m

m ---------~--"-

Cassegrain system detail

4.525

.... .__.

--

1.0 m
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: =: -r
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separation of

4.S2S

m allows the collimated input beam to come

to a geometric focus at the target 1.0 km from M-8.
To obtain the

r~tational

sensitivity coefficient for each

component, an initially-aligned ray represented by the zero
vector will be assumed as an input to the rotated component.
Because the optical components under consideration are mirrors,
the effect of rotation is to add to the output ray leaving the
~

mirror under consideration the rotation vector $.

HOwever, since

the input vector was the zero vector, the output vector for the
component before rotation is also the zero vector.

Thus, the

effect of the component rotation is represented by the rotation

...
vector
applied to the composite matrix which represents propa~

gation from the component under consideration.

Two rotational sensitivity coefficients can be defined for
each component in the Cassegrain system.

The coefficient T
1
is defined as the ratio of a unit displacement of the beam
location at the target to the amount of rotation required to
produce that displacement, and has units of ~ad.
coefficient T2 represents the

ratio~of

The second

a unit beam rotation at

the target to the amount of component rotation needed to produce
that rotation, and has the units of rad/rad.
M 8 rotational sensitivity coefficients

To find the sensitivity coefficeints T1 ,a and T2, 8, it is
necessary to find the matrix vhich propagates a ray from

~8

to

the targ t.

These tvo sensitivity coefficients can be found

fro• the following vec:tDr equation f'or the ray vector

: . [:J

r

at targeta

•

D1Yidlng by 9,
(106)

vhere

!8

is the propagation matrix from M-8 to the target.

Carrying out the •atrix operation gives
r2 x1ol

-/rad1 .

L2rad/rad
In a s1a1lar aanner, the affect of

(107)

_

ro~at1on

of

M-7

can be found

(108-a)

2012

~

T

7

•

11/radl •

[ 2 r d/rad

(108-b)

J

The rotation-eo fficient Yector r 6 for •1rror M-6 is given by

~

• c. 1006] [ 1 Ol [1
o

[

200.2
-o.2

1

-2/lo

1j

l [OJ •

100.100

o.o9S _j

2

[OJ
'
(
lo)
1
_I
-/radJ

4.S2f)

.o

1
200.19

C

2

•

0.19 rad/rad
I

(111)
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Rotational Misalignment Sensitivies of
Elements with Multiple Reflections
Multiple reflections of the
alignment beam inside- the
unstable resonator
Resonator description
The resonator being analyzed is a positive-branch confocal
unstable resonator.

Numerical values have been chosen to be

representative of typical existing resonators, but with integral
values to ease computation.
in figure 2.

The resonator

Convex mirror M-1 has a radius of curvature of

-333 em, and an effective diameter, as determined
in mirror M-3, of 4.543 em.
mirror M-2 is 200 em.

by the hole

The distance between M-1 and concave

Mirror

~2

has a radius of curvature of

7JJ em, and has an effective diameter, as determined by aperture
A-2, of 10 em.

Using these values for the radii of curvature of

M-1 and M-2 gives the value of the geometric magnification m,
defined by equation (102), as
m

= 2.2012 •

(111)

The sepaTation between hole-coupling mirror M-3 and convex
mirror M-1 is

7 em,

and M-4 is 2$ em.

while the separation between mirrors M-3
The distance between beam-turning mirror M-4

and aerodynamic window W-1 is 1$0 em.
Gaussian b am propagation
inside the resonator

The alignment beam to be analyzed is collimated at the
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surface of mirror M-3, with a beam width w at M-3 of

5 em. The

effective diameter of M-3, as determined by aperture A-1, is
10 em.

Consequently, the truncated outer edge of the input

alignment beam is exactly one times the beamwaist, while the
truncated edge of the hole in the middle is

0.4543

times the

beamvaist.
To ease the calculations, a

s~mplifying

assumption is made:

The separation between mirrors M-1 and M-3 can be neglected.
This is
).~

~ustified

for two reasons; the distance involved is only

of the curved mirror separation, and this distance is always

made as small as possible for positive-branch unstable resonators,
in order to reduce high-power loading on the back (uncooled) side
of the hole-coupler mirror.
The ABCD matrix required for Gaussian-beam propagation is
one that takes the beam from the hole-coupling mirror into the
resonator, bounces back and forth between the concave and convex
mirrors an arbitrary number or times, and ends up back at the
hole-coupling mirror, ready to leave the resonator.
posite

~

This com-

matrix can be written as a product of two matrices,

an input matrix which propagates the beam from M-3 to M-2, through
~2,

and from M-2 to M-1, and a round-trip matrix which represents

p round trips of the sequence for propagation through M-1, from
M-1 to M-2, through M-2, and back to the M-1/M 3 common location.
Propagation through the

ound-trip sec ion zero times is equiva-

lent to raising the matrix to the zero h power, and yields the

identity matrix.

In terms of the basic matrices

mirror M-1), ~ (the concave mirror M-2), and

~

g1_2

(the convex
(the 200 em

separation between M-2 and the M-1/M 3 combination), the composite matrix

~

for the pth round trip inside the

resona~or

can be written as

(112)

By use of the Cayley-Hamilton technique (DeRusso, Roy,

and

Close, 1965, pp~ 281-6), the round-trip portion of the ~p matrix
can be evaluated.

Combining this result with the other portion

of the G matrix, and writing the result in terms of the parameter
m, as defined in equation (102), and Rc• the radius of curvature
of concave mirror M-2, gives

-P-1
G

c

•

Having found A, B, C, and D for the

Yp

(113)

matrix, the new value of

the complex beam parameter q can be determlned by applying
equation (16).

By identifying the real ana imaginary parts of

the reciprocal oi q, and noting how they correspond to the
radius of curvature and the bea

ldth, as shown in equation (15),

the beam size and curvature when it returns to the hole-coupling
mirror can be determined.

The geometric optics approximation

that the intensity distribution is still an illuminated annulus
with an outer radius eq al to the beam width and the inner radius
is still

0.4543 times the beam width will deteraine if

any

significant amount of radiation couples out of the ·cavity after
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the ith round trip.

A summary of the results of these calcu-

lations for from zero to tvelve round trips is presented in
table 1.

The results show an output coupling after both 10

and 11 round trips inside the cavity.

With any fewer round trips 1

the beam is still too small to get out, while with more round
trips, the beam is too big.

With the more-realistic assumption

that diffraction has blurred the edges of the output beam,
filling in the hole in the middle, output coupling would still
occur for the twelfth round trip.

However, the beam vidth for

each round trip is increasing by a factor app oximately equal
to the magnification m for each round trip after the sixth,
and with the approximation that the watts per square centimeter
in the outpu beam varies inversely with the square of the
be&JI width, th twelfth round-trip output will only be 4 % as
intense as the outp

from the tenth round trip, and thus can

be ignored.
Rotation of resonator mirrors
Naw that the number of round trips inside the resonator
has been established, the effect of rotation of the resonator
convex and concave mirrors can be determined, using equations

(Bo-BJ) and (99 lo4). For the convex mirror, the number of
round trips equals the number of reflections from its surface,
while for the concave mirror, the number of reflections from
its surface is one more than the number of round trips.

Be-

cause of the nature of the l matrix nf equation (62), used to

c

{x lo- 5 >

- 5,631.27
- 2,558.27
- · 1,162.22

108.970
49.So49
22.4899

-

-

17.4143
39.0180
86.0102

416.894
917.679
2.020.00
4,446.43
9,787.49
21,544.2

9.376.07

4,2$9.52

1,935.09

879.107

399.376

181.435

82.4256

37.4458

17.0115

7.72828

3.51094

2

3

4

s

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

47,423.2

189.382
399.376

239.866

7.72828
4.64161
2.10867

-

3.51094

17.0115

10.2172

37.4458

82.4256

181.435

879.107

527.992

1.45oo5 xlo9

191.046

-9.46143 xlo7
39.4288
4.17249 x108 . 86.7916

17.9126

8.13774

-6.66831 x1o4
-1.74840 x106

3-69801

1.69130

0.880495

1.02772
-1.19575 x102
-2. 78193 x103

-6.68260

-1.87862

-1.67397

4,259.52
1,935.09

4.68857

-1.68056

9,376.07

2.13541

10.3194

-1.66$02

20.638.6

.

22.7149

.

Beam
Width (mm)

-1.66500

lo-S)

Radius of
Curvature (m)

45.429.7

D (x

-

-

.

7.72377 -12.395.6

20,638.6.

1

2.90859 -27.285.1

B

45.429.7

A (x lo-S)

Round-Trip Matrix Coefficients

0

Number of
Round
Trips

PROPAG TION PARAMETERS FOR A GAUSSlAN BEAM INSIDE THE UNSTABLE RESONATOR

TABLE 1

0

()'\.
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describe the round-trip matrix for mirror rotation, the resultant
~

matrix multiplier of the

~

vector in equation {83) represents

the propagation matrix for the rotation vector through the last
•
reflection from the mirror surface being rotated. Thus, in the
~

case of the concave resonator mirror M-2, the ri vector of equation (83) is the misalignment vector for the (P-l)th round trip,
located just after reflection from M-2, while for

reso~tor

__._

convex mirror M-1, r 1 is the misalignment vector for tne Pth
round trip, at a location just after reflection from M-1.

To

bring the misalignment vector for the convex mirror up to the
hole-coupling mirror M-3 for propagation outside the resonator,
it must be propagated the distance d to M-2, through M-2, and
then back the distance d to M-3 (M-1~3 separation is assumed
negligible).

The misalignment vector for M-2 needs only to be

propagated the distance d to hole-coupling mirror M-3.
Table 2 lists the calculated parameters for convex mirror
M-1, while table J lists the calculated rotational parameters
for concave mirror M-2.

Because of the large number of round

trips inside what is effectively a magnifying telescope, the
misalignment ray vector has its displacement component greatly
magnified and its angular

componen~ · greatly

demagnified.

Definition of misalignment criteria
Because of the large number of round trips the alignment
beam makes inside the resonator, observation of a sharply-defined
shadow region for the beam exiting the resonator, and correlating

'

17,931.1

TABLE

3

-o.499915

-o.499813

c

35,859.0
78.949.5

1.83219
2.132.36

0
0

39.474.8

10.771.6

11

Displacement
D

c

17,929.5

B

I•

1.66472

1.66438

Angle

4.26472

3. 66438

Angle

Misalignment
Vector at M-3 (:x 8)

4.892.91

A

Matrix for Propagation of Misalignment
Vector to Hole-Coupling Mirror M-3

35,862.3

16,287.3

0.832188
0.832359

Displacment

10

Humber of
Round Trips

0.832359

11

8,143.65

B

CONCAVE MDmOR M-2 MISALIGNMENr PARAMETERS

0.8)9188

A

.Misalignment
Vector at M-3 (x 8)
D

M-1 MISALIGNMENI PARAMETERS

Matrix for Propagation af Misalignment
Vector to Hole-Coupling Mirror M-3

10

Bound Trips

Humber of

CONVEX MIRROR

TABLE 2

Fig .

14.

Misaligned Unstable Resonator

APPROXIMATELY•GAUSSIAN OU!PUI' BEAM

GAUSSIAN BE»MAIST

MISALIGNMENI CUI'PUI' RAY VECTOR
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the movement of this shadow with the rotation of resonator
mirrors, may no:t be possible.

However, because of the extreme

magnification of the displacement of the beam centerline, a

-

small rotation of a curved resonator mirror can cause the output
beam to miss entirely the 10 em diameter output aperture A-1,
which restricts the diameter of the beam leaving the resonator

M-J.

after reflection from mirror

Consequently, a readily-

observable critical alignment angle Q can be defined as that
cr
angle of rotation of the resonator mirror in question which
causes the associated misalignment vector, located at the hole- ·
coupling mirror M-J, to have a displacement component equal to
the sum of the radius of the output aperture
of the output alignment beam.

A-1 and the be&JI wiath

With a rotation at the critical

angle, all of the output beam inside its Gaussian

beam

width will

miss the output aperture, as shown in figure 14.

Thus, a sig-

nificant reduction of intensity of the output alignment beam
will be observed with a mirror rotation at its associated critical
angle.

Using the beu widths given in table 1, and the mirror-

·rotation data from tables 2 and ), the values for the critical
angles can be established.

For convex mirror M-1, the critical

angle for the tenth round trip is
(114)
For the eleventh round

trip~

Q

cr1 , 11

the critical angle for M-1 is

-

).81436

f

rad •

(115)
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For the tenth round trip, the critical angle for M-2 is
9

cr2,lO = 2.49390

f

rad •

(116)

For the eleventh round trip, the critical angle for M-2 is
8

cr 2 , 11

= 1.7)265 prad :

(117)

A misalignment vector representing the maximum misalignment

vhich can occur without an appreciable reduction in output
intensity can be found by inserting the appropriate values of
Qcr in the expressions given for the misalignment vector in
tables 2 and ).
Alignment-beam misalignment due to
elements with two reflections
Mirrors

M-J

and

M-4

have the alignment beam reflecting

from them twice, and thus require multiple pass considerations
. to calculate their rotational sensivities.

An application of

equation (67) shows that the misalignment matrix for either of
these mirrors is just the sum of the identity matrix ! and the
round-trip matrix which represents propagation of the alignment
beam between the first reflection and the second reflection.
For hole coupling mirror M-), the round-trip matrix is equal
to the matrix previously calculated (see table 1) for Gaussian
beam propagation.

For beam-turning mirror M-4, the round-trip

matrix can be form d by t k
and both p

the

o

•trip' matrix for M-3

multiplying it and postmultiplying it by the pro-

pagation matrix for the M-3/M

4 separation.

The sum of this
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round-trip matrix and the identity matrix
propagates

M-4 1s

!

is a matrix which

M-4.

misalignment vector back to

Since all

other misalignment vectors associated with that portion of the
alignment beam which passes through the resonator have been
propagated to a reference location at M-3, it would be convenient
-4 1s misalignment vector 6 referenced at ·the ~3

to calculate
location.

Then a critical angle ecr can be calculated for

M-4,

based on the same definition used for the critical angles presented in equations (114-17).

Hawever 6 the alignment beam,

when it arrives at M-3 the second time, has been reflected only
once from M-4.

Thus,

M-4 1s

critical angle is determined by

a matrix which is not the same as its misalignment matrix.

This

is an e ample of what can occur in general 1f a beam-limiting
aperture is located somewhere in the middle of the round-trip
portion of an optical system with multiple reflections.
The misalignment parameters for mirror M-3 are presented
in table 4.
~4.

Table

S shows

the misalignment parameters for mirror

M 4•s parameters have been calculated based on a 30 em

separation between M-) and M-4.
for

~4

was calculated at

~4,

.

The initial misalignmeiTt matrix
and then multiplied by a propa-

gation matrix for the M-3~4 separation distance, but with the
s gn of the distance (B component) reversed to indicate propagatlon from M 4 back to

M-J.

The misalignment vector was ·calcu-

lated from the mi alignment matrix referenced to the M-3 location.
HOwever, the critieal ang e was calculated from the value of the

11

10

Trips

Number of
Round

TABLE

5

B

c
D

1.00017

-4
9787.19 -1.02172 x10 1.00014
1.00008 21543.94 -4.64161 xlo- 5 1.00006

A

Matrix for Propagation of ~salignment
Vector to Hole-Coupling Mirror M-3

2.00015

2.000.34

Angle

43,087.9

19,574.4

4

4.56853
.3~17885

2.0001)

Angle

cr

(frad)

Q

3.17885

4,56853

'

I

cr
3
(jlrad)

Q

2.00028

Displacement

Misalignment Veetor at M-3 (x Q)

BEAM-TURlliNG MIRROR M 4 MISALIGNMENT PARAMETERS,
REFERENCED TO M-.3

1.00008 21,544.2
4.3,088.5

Displacement

-4.64161 xlO-5 1.00008

D

11

c
19,575.0

B

Misalignment Veetor at M-.3 {x e)

1.00017 9,787.49 -1.02172 xlo-L 1.00017

A

Matrix for Propagation of Misalignment
Vector to Hole-Coupling Mirror ~J

10

Trips

Round

umber of

4

IDLE-COUPLING MIRROR M-J I1ISALIGNMENT PARAMETERS

TABLE
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misalignment vector prior to its second reflection from
If the misalignment vector's value presented in table

M-4.

4 were

used in lieu of its actual value when encountering the limiting
aperture at M-J, the calculation of the critical angle would be
too large by an amo~ equal to ).1 xlo-5 times the critical
angle for 10 round trips, and 1.4 xlo-S times the critical angle
for 11 round trips.
An analysis can be made for each element in the alignment
group depicted in figure 4, examining the rotational sensitivity
of each optical element, and calculating a Qcr and a misalignment vector referenced to
the

misalignm~nt

~)

for each.

HOwever, the value of

vectors from these calculations, when evaluated

at their associated critical angles, should not be significantly
different from results for M-4

This is because the large number

of round trips which the alignment beam makes inside the resonator
causes the resonator to pe mit an output alignment beam for only
a narrow range of output alignment-beam vectors.
A Comparison Between High Power Beam

Pointing and Alignmel'Tt-Beam Pointing
UD§table-tesonator alignment

Any alignment system for an unstable resonator is required
·to pr cisely

osition the optical axis of the resonator.

Failure

to do so can cause damage to the nozzles, sidewalls, and apertures
surrounding the d sired optical be m p th. For the alignment gys•

tem under present considerat on, a worst-case eval tion can be
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made in the following manner.

Mirrors M-1 and M-2 are con-

sidered, in turn, to be rotated at their critical angles.

The

vector, located at M-J, which designates the optical axis af
the resonator with rotated mirrors is given by equation (86)J
this vector is evaluated at the appropriate critical angles,
and the displacement component of this vector is the amount by
which the misaligned resonator's optical axis is displaced from
its desired position.

The displacement of the optical axis at

the other end of the resonator (at M-2) is found by propagating
the vector for the optical axis back to M-3.
Inserting the appropriate values for M-1 in equation (86),
and taking the tenth round-trip value of the critical. angle (Qcrl
.

from equation (114)) allows oalculation of the optical-axis
vector for the worst case, as follows:

r

..
b1,10

r-8.9911
L1.66SJ

8

cr1,10

=

l.

r-4.93670 xl0-5 m
l_9. 4203 xl0-6 r~

(llB)

Propagating this vector back to M-2 increases its displacement
component to 6.70111 xlO Sm.

~kewise, with M-2 rotated at its

largest critical ang e, the optical axis vector is

r

=
b2,10

-12.4611
3.66SJ

..

8

cr2,10

l.

j-3.10765 x1o·S m
L_9.1o401 xl0-6 r~

(ll )

9

Propagating this vector back to M-2 increases its displacement
component to 4.86472 xlO

S m.

cantly smaller than a nominal

All of thes e values are signifi1

0.5

mm accuracy with which an

alignment beam can be position d on the center of an aperture

, 10
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with simple visual observation, and thus, for .a visual aligmnent
technique. the alignment system under discussion is completely·
adequate for pos tioning the optical axis at the desired location
in the gain medium

Aerodynamic-wingpw steering
Because flaw of the aerodynamic windov is not present
during alignment. but is present during high-power operation

ng caused by the flow will make the high-power beam

· any stee

strike a down-range target at a point different from vhere the
alig:nm ret beam hits.

To calculate the magnitude of this effect,

the propagatlon matrix from the aerodynamic windoW to the target
is needed.

So

With an assumed zero displacement and a nominal

frad angular ste

e u valent to a
of

1ng due to the window. the Window is

r or rotated

25

p

ad.

Now with a separation

8.0 m between aerodynamic vindov W•l of figure 2 and mirror

M-7

of figures

3 and 13, the propagation matrix from W•l to the

target can be found by a continuation of the process used to
gen

te the matru multip ier of e uation (110).

The beam

po rrting at the target due to aerodynatdc-window steering is

exp essed by the vector

2 xlo-6

Wl

=
w

(120)

•

(121)
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The A term of the matrix multiplier in equation (120) is very
sma 1 because the value of the separation between M-6 and M-7
in the Cassegrain telescope vas chosen to make it zero.

When

I

the separation value of 4.52497502 m was inserted in the expression
for the A term of the matrix. 2 xl0-6 was the result.

However.

since the aerodynamic window is assumed to produce no beam
displacement. the A term of the multiplier matrix has no effect
on the beam disp acement at the target.
Target aim-eoint de isnation
vi th alignment laser beam
Focus at target
Angular

isalignment of mirrors M-6. M-7 • and M-8 will

produce the same beam steering at target for both the alignment
beam and the high

ower beam.

.

As previously shown in equation

(12 ). the aerodynamic window will produce a permanent offset
of

S mm

beam.

at target between the al gnment beam and the high-power

The mirrors M-1. M-2, M-3. and

M-4. which experience

·multiple reflections of the alignment beam. will also cause
an offset at target between the aim point of the alignment beam
and the aim point of the high power beam.

This is because of the

different form of the misalignment vector. referenced to M-3.
for the two beams.

For the high-power beam. the misalignment

vector for M•l and M-2 angular misalignment is given by e uation

(86). while e uation (48) gives the misalignment vector for M-3,
and when used to represent misalignment of

M-4,

it can be
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propagated back to M-3 for reference.

On the other hand, the

misalignme t vectors for the alignment beam with multiple re•
flections take the forms presented 1n tables

2-5.

To evaluate the target aim-point designation, the matrix
r presenting propagation from M-3 to the target is needed.
can be found

sing the matrix multiplier of equation

This

(120), and

calculating the re uired matrix by premul tiplying the matrix
of e uation

(120)

by the propagation matrix which represents . the

pa h between M-3 and the aerodynamic window W•l.

be

b/W

1 separation of ).0 m, and the M-3/M

4

With the

separation of 30 em,

the propagation matri% from M•J to the target is

H

•

3

3

100.100

L-o.ol

As in the case of equation

!!

l

r2 xl0-6

(122)

•

-o.o3o1gl

(120), the value of the A term

of the

matrix is nonzero only because of roundoff errors in its calcu•

lation.

Taking a zero value for the A term of

!!.J

and calculating

beam displacement at target (focused case) for rotations of mirrors

M-1, M-2, M-3, and M4, for the largest critical angles (tenth
ound trip) gives the disp acement values shown in tab e 6.
examination of the
uations

s gns

(118) and (119)

An

of the components of the vectors in
mi~ht

suggest that the displacement

of the high power beam at target is in the opposite direction

to the displacement of the alignment beam.
the

mall (1ae~~tlly zero) value

01

However, because of

the A 'tena o:t" the

!!J

matrix,

the div.., •. -c ment at the target 1& dominated by the angular component of the rb v ctors of

qu t on

(116•19), r ther th n by

13

TABLE 6

DISPLACEMENT AT TARGEI'
DUE TO MISALIGID1ENI'
(FOCUSED CONDITION)

Mirror

Displacement (mm)
High
Power

Angle of

Aligment
'

Beam

Rotation
(Qcr in
prad}

M-1

0.91512

0.91478

5.49071

M•2

0.91131

0.91478

2.49390

M-)

0.91462

0.91478

4.56853

M-4

0.91462

0.9147

s

4.56853
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the displacement component.

Thus, the displacements of both the

alignment beam at the target and the high-power beam at the target,
for a focused condition, follow one another, and the maximum
discrepancy is
size of a TEM

3.5 xio-6

00

m, for M-2 rotation.

Since the spot

Gaussian beam with diameter of 1.0 m at: M-8

would focus to a spot nominally 2 em in diameter, any large error ·
in assuming that the alignment beam points at the same location
as the high-paver beam is not caused by the different way in vhich
the misaligned mirrors affect the two beams.
Focus at 1nfinity
If the separation of mirrors M-6 and M-7 in the Cassegrain
telescope is set to

4.5

m, instead of

4.525

m for focus on target,

the telescope itself becomes focused on infinity.

This changes

the form of its AreD matrix, giving a non•zero value for the A
term.

The propagation matrix from

M-3 to the target, with this

defocused condition, is
H

26):11

:3

I

a

o.!!]

•

(123)

Because of the non-zero value of the A term of H:3 1, the value
of the d splacement component of the misalignment vector propa-

gated to the targ
this displacement
,.~~~~lg,\,t.

. . . . . I.GL,j. . . . .

becomes signif cant.

For the alignment beam,

omponent graws rapidly with small angular

Howev

,

b

cau e of the 1 mitina affect Of ap r

ture A•l associ ted with hol

co pl ng mirror M-J, the maximum
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value the displacement component can assume is .5.0 em.

Thus.

assuming the same critical angles as used in table 6. but with
the associated disp acements based on those critical angles the

-

lesser of the calculated values and the

S.o

em limit. the dis-

p acements at target using the propagation matrix
culated and presented in table 7.

S.o

!!J'

are cal-

Note that the effect o£ the

em displacement component completely dominates the displace-

ment of the alignment beam at target.

Thus. although misalign-

ment at the critical ang e is satisfactory for maintaining the

same displacement at target for both the alignment and high•
power beams at focus. it is not satisfactory for the defocused
cases. and a t ghter specification
keep the
to

af

alignment. which will

ignment beam centered on the optical axis. is needed

educe the

ror of ai -point designation by the aligrunerrt beam.
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TABLE

7

DISPLACEMENT AT TARGF:.r DUE TO MISALIGNMENI',
UNFOCUSED CONDITION (FOCUS AT INFINII'Y)

Mirror

Disp acemertt (mm)
High
Power

Alignment
Beam

Angle af
Rotation
( cr in
t~rad)

M-1

1.9116

502.40

5.49071

M-2

2.0645

502.40

2.49390

M-J

2.4o4o

4.56853

M-4

2.4ol3

502.40
So .4o

.

4.56853

CO~WSION

The AlCD matrix techni ue has been shown to be an effective
analytical tool for modelling alignment systems for high-power
lasers. and predicting their performance.

Use of this analysis

techni ua on an example system has shown that a laser alignment
system with a visual al g1'111lent criteria can be entirely

to perform successful alig

ade~tuate

ent of an unstable resonator • and

to designate the aimpoint at a target.

Specific expressions for

the effect of mirror rotational misalignment (or corresponding
mirror t anslations) show that an

aligme~

beam which makes

many reflections from the resonator mirrors becomes highly
sens tive to m1 alig
adian alig

nt r

ant. and eas ly meets the typical micro•

uir

s for unstable r_,sonators.
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APPENDIX
AOCD MATRIX CONSIDERATIONS FOR THREi-

DIMiNSIONAL OPTICAL SYSTEMS
The ABCD matrix technique of Gaussian optics applies to an
optical system in which all the optical elements lie on a common
axis of ray propagation, designated the Z arls.
two

The technique is

dimensional, in that one other axis, designated the I axis,

is used to represent a ray's displacement from the axis of propagation.

The technique is also confined to paraxial rays.

Skewed

rays and rays that make large angles with respect to the optical
axis are not allowed.

As has been shown in chapter III, this

two dimensional technique can be generalized to certain types
· of three-dimensional paraxial rays by considering separately
the ABCD matrices associated with the two orthogonal

X and Y

axes representing displacements from the Z axis of propagation.
In this treatment, displacements and small angles are handled
as vectors, and their vector components are handled separately.
The ABCD matrix technique can be extended to rays propagating in arbitrary directions in three-dimensional space, with
the following prov sion.

A generalized Z axis is defined • which

traces a ray along a three dimensional path joining the various
optical elem nts.

Thes

elements are oriented so that this
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Z•axis ray enters each element at the origin of its input coordinate system, travels through the optical element to the origin
of its output coordinate system, and then travels on tb the
origin of the input coordinate system of the next optical element,
etc.

A paraxial ray nov is defined as one which is paraxial

with respect to this generalized Z axis, at all points along
the axis.

Equivalently, a ray is considered paraxial i f it

is almost parallel to the generalized Z axis, and the sine
and tangent of the angle between it and this Z axis can be
approximated by the angle itself.
Egyivalent Radius of Curvature for
Tilted Spherical Mirrors
The equivalent radius of curvature of a tilted spherical
mirror can be determined by examining the ray tracing results
of Klein (1970, pp. 62 69), for the general case of nonparaxial
rays.

By e amining his expressions for the direction cosines

which eventually become terms in his ABCD matrix paraxial approximation, the equivalent radius of curvature Req can be written
as

follows&

Req
where

~

=

R

,

{124)

cos "'

is the angle of incidence, which is approximated for

the generalized paraxial rays by the angle between the optical
element's surface normal at the origin of its input coordinate
system and the

neralized Z axis.
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General Composite Three-Dimensional Systems
Consider some general optical system with an input coordinate
system (xl, y 1, z1 ) and some output coordinate system (x2, Y2• z2),
with some input ray vector
(12$)

transformed to some output ray vector

....

r x, 2

=

(126)

by the AreD matri:x equation

(127)
A corre ponding set of equations can be written for the y

di

tiona

ty,l =

[dy1~~2J '

(128)

r;

[dy;:ZJ

(129)

I

2

:

I

•

(130)

Now suppose that the whole optical system is translated and
rotated by amounts smal

enough to preserve the generalized

parax 1 approx mation.

The di p aced input and output coordin-

ate systems are (
To

, t 1,

z1 )

and

(J2,

2, 22), re pectively.

ccount for this displacem nt, the following approach is taken.

J
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First, the two input vectors are transformed into the displaced
input coordinate system (Xl, Y1 ,

21>•

In general, the transfor-

mation will produce new input vectors which do not lie in the

zt

c

0 plane, and so, they must be propagated to that plane,

using the i

~triz

of

~quation

(29). Then the input vectors

are operated on by their respective
to the

22 = 0

nmatrices,

bringing them

plane in the displaced output coordinate system

(%2, Y2, z2 ). Next, these output vectors are transformed into
the undisplaced oqtput coordinate system (x2 , y 2 , z2)•
hey are propagated, again by the

~

matrix, to the z 2

in the output coordinate system (x 2 , y 2, z 2 ).

Finally,

= 0 plane

A list of the

gen ral coordinate transformations is given in HOdgman

P• ~17).

(195~,

LIST OF SYMBOLS

the "A" component of an ABCD matri J see p. 11.

As

S.
S.

A-la

an aperture in th laser

A-2a

an aperture in the laser aubsysteaJ see p.

A-Ja

an aperture in the output optical trainJ seep.

bsyste•; see p.

7.

an apertur• 1n the alig nent groupJ see p. 9·

-4a

A-Sa

1n the alig

ent groupJ see p. 9.

an aperture in the al g

ent groupJ see p. 9.

an ap rt

-61

•A"

the

1

component of the

!It

b 1 a the 1np t alignment beam's cross- ectlonal inner radius at
hole-coupl ng •1rror ~-J; see p. 47.

b0 1

the l~t alig ent be '• crosa-sactional outer radius at
hole-coupling mirror M-JJ eee p. 47.
the

Ba
.B

I

th

C&

d

d

Da

on nt of an ABCD

at iXJ see p. 11.

on nt of the ~ 11at

the

c1 a
da

•s• co
"B" co

XJ aee p.

17 •

of an ABCD aatrixJ see p. 11.

the "C" co

onmt of the

!It

trixJ see p.

17.

the di tance be een two optical elements in free space,
used aa the •B co anent of the ~ atri%J seep. 17.

-2'
p.
-~:

the distanc

b tween mirror

~-1

nd •1rror M-2J see

en •1rror M-1

mirror JIJ-JJ see

)8.
th d1

t nc

)8.

th "D"

on

b

of an A CD matr %J see P• 11.
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83
Di'

the "D" component of the

.

.

~

aatrixJ sa e p. 17.

the ABCD matrix representing propagation a dlatance d in
free epaceJ ••• P• 17.

)!a

~~2'

the ABCD matrix representing propagation between the
K-~ 3 1rror combination and •1rror M-2, equal to 200 ~cm.J
see p.

sa.

fa

the focal length of a lens or spherical mirror: see p. 20.

f 1a

the focal length of the input lens (or mirror) of the
confocal tele cope deseribed by the I atriXJ se~e p. 20.

r 2a

the focal length of the output lens (or mirror) of th~
confocal tele cope described by the IaatrixJ seep. 20.

la

the ABCD matrix representing one round trip inside a two•
mirror r sonatorJ see p. )2.

~1

the ABCD aatri:x repre em1ng the pth round trip of an
aliguent beu 1naide the unstabl reaonatorJ see P• Sa.

!!a

a general ABCD •atrixJ •e.e p. 11.

Be•

the ABCD matri:x vhlch brings a giYen spheriC!ll wave -co
a focUBJ see p. 16.

~~

the ABCD .atr1x which d scribea propagat~on fro an object
plane to ita cor eaponding image planeJ seep. 17.

!!k•

the ABCD .atrix repre entlng the kth optical element in
an optical _,ste J see p. 12.

H 1 the ABCD matrix representing a composite optical system
~ composed of individual optical elements and their associated
· matriceGJ see p. 12.

llx'

the ABCD IDBtrix representing an .optical element' a propagation
characteristics for a ray vector in the I-Z plane of a threedimensional systeaJ s~e p. 22.

~

the ABCD matrix repre ent ng an optical element's propagation
Characteristics for a ray vector in the Y-2 plane of a threed men ional sy temJ see p. 22.

131

BCD IDiltrJ.x .repre enting propagation fro mirror M-3
to the ar& t, with the Ca•••grain tele cop focu ed a' .
the t rgetJ aee p. 12.
the

84
•a

th• ABCD matriz repraaenting propagation from •irror

3 to the target, with the Cacaegrain telescope focused at

74.

infinityJ see p.

J!e•

M-3

'

th• ABCD matrix repreaerrting propagation f:roa 11irror Pl-8
to the t rgetJ aee p. SS.
!

the I1Wib r of ti e• a multiple-ref!
ng be
hits the mirror
being rotated iR a general two-mirror ayata.J aee p. )2.

11

11

the identity .atrlXJ aee p. 2$.

16.

J see p.

j1
k1

a gen

Ia

an arbitr ry constantJ see p. 29.

subscriptJ see p. 12.

constantJ aee p.

It•

the ABCD

represent ng a thin lenaJ see p. 20.

'the al pent la er, part of the

L-11

••

atr

4J.
aligru~ent

groupJ see p. 9.

th bsotute value of the ratio of the rad
of curvature of
the confocal unstable resonator'• concave and conve m1rroraJ
see p.

I!•

SQ.

the ABCD aatr1x rapre ent1ng a spher1ca airrorJ see P• 20.

~1

the BCD aatr1:x repr s nting the •1rror being rotat d in
a g n r
- rror sy t
vith multiple beaa refl~ction J
see p. )2.

~~

the ABCD
tri:x rapr aenting the unrotated •irror in a
g ne
tvo- rror
vith multiple be
flectionsJ
eee p. )2.

1

the A D

I

the ABCD

ing concav •irror M-2J see P• $8.

tri:x rep e

re ent1ng comex ldrror !1-lJ

atr1x

Jll-11

the umrt ble-re onator convex airrorJ

M-21

the

Pl-)a·

4a

able-reao

unst ble•

0

ble-

0

a~ee

ee~ e

p.

p. $.

tor cone ve mirrorJ see p.

S.

r hole-coupling llirrorJ see P• . $.
orb

ng llirrorJ . ,. ,., p.

s.

sa.
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the beam-clipping •irror 1n the ou'p~ optical trainJ

M·Sa

see p.

7.

M-6a .the convex focusing mirror in the Casaegrain telescope
of the outpu-t optical trainJ aee p. 7.

-

M-7a

the concave •1rror 1n the Caaaegra1n teleacope of the
output optical trainJ •ee p. 1.

"-81

the beu-directlng •1rror in the output optical trainJ

see p. 7.
M-91 the concave collimating •irror in the alignment groupJ
•ee p. 9.

M-lOa
n1

the be

steering •1rror in the alignaent groupJ see p. 9.

the index of refraction)

•~e

p. 28.

Ia

the ray Yeetor repreaentlng the effect of a tranaver•e
ref ctiY -index grad1entJ see p. )0.

pa

the IUJiber of round tripe made by the aligmaent beam inside
the unstable re•onatorJ see p. S7.

P( lS' )1

zr

• acalar polyno•ial function of the aatri% eigenvalue
vhlch corr .panda to the aa'\rb polynoaial J!(f.)J see

P• 33.

!!([)I

P-la
q(z)s

q1 1

• •atrix polJ110nlal function of the •atrix lJ see p. 3).

the power •etar 1n the output optical trainJ a,e e p. 7.
the co.plex radius of a Gauaa1an beaaJ see p. 16.
I

f

the co.plex radius of a Gau•s1an-beaa input to an optical
-rwt••J aee p. 17.

q2 a the complex radiu• of a Oausalan-beaa output from an optical
.yatem; seep. 17 •

...ra
~

a general ray vector, used ta designate the high-power .beam
at the target) aee p. SS

r81

the ray vector representing tbe high-paver beam with misaligned resonator airrora, located at the center of curvature
of mirror M-lJ aee p. )9.

il,a

'he ray Yector repreaenting the hiah-pcnrer beaa vi~ 111•aligned resonator alrrora. located at !•3J see P• 39·

86
~

rpa

the ray vector representing the a11g ent beu after p
round trip inside the reaonatorJ eee p. 61.

the ray vector representing the high-paver bea
,10 !-3. vith •irror M-1 aiaa~igned by the angle 9cr
1

aee P•
1

69.

J

1,10

the ray vector repre enting tite high•pover beam at

2,10 M-3, vith •irror Pl-2
see p. 69.
~

at

iealigned by the angle 8cr

J

2.10

rx 1 a the ray

Y ctor repreaenting some input ray"• co~~ponenta
in the 1-Z plane of a three-d en 1onal optical ystemJ
aee p. 22 •

'

...&.

. r

ray'•

1
the ray .,. ctor repre entlng aoae output
co onenta
2
x, in the I-Z pl ne of a three-dimene1ona1 optical y temJ
eee p. 22.

r

a the ray Y ctor representing some input ray's co~~pone
' in ~h Y-Z plane af a hree•d eneional optical ayatemJ
888 p. 22.
1

~

r.,

2 a the ray v c or repreaem1ng ome o ut ray's co onem
'
1ft the Y-Z pl
of a thre d enaio 1 optical sy UJ
•ee p. 22.

r a
1

tile di

lace•mt co

on nt of ~he ....

r1a

the ray
aee p. 11.

....

the

r21
y

Its

Rc•

ent co
r co

y
ctar repr
J cee p. 11.

the radiua of
alrrorJ see p. 1$
h

radiua of

yalent
rrorJ aee p. 79.
t

0

to an optical eyat

ng an inp

ator repree n

r 2a the di
r2' 1 the

etorJ aee p. 11.

of th

h

...,.

Y

~

nent of the r 2 v ctorJ see p. 11.
_...
torJ see p. 11.
of t
r2

an aptic 1

an

nt

ture of

ric

or a

p

r1cal

~se ~e

p • .)8.

20.

of cone

airror

of a tilted pherical

diua of
of c.onv

2

a1

.o r

ll~la

• -e P• )8.

J
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R(z)a

the (real) radius of curvature of a Gaua•ian be

J aee

p. 16.

a distance through some medium in vhich there exists a
unifona, eonatant gradient ln the index of refraction, vith
the gradient's ~ir ction transverse to the direction of

61

prop gationJ see p. 26 •
.

§. the ABCD matrix representing propagation the diatance 6
in a aedium with a conatant, unifora transverse refractiveindex gradientJ see p. 28 •

.....

the translation Yactor added to the input vector at an
optical system being traMlated perpendicular to the direction

~ 1

1

of propagation) see p.

i2•

24.

the traMlation vector added to 'he output Yector of an
optical eyete• being trazwl ted perpendicular to the direc-tion
of prop ga ionJ see p. 24.

aperatur , in

Ta

DxJ

see p.

4J.

T8 1 a stand rd or reference te eratureJ see p.

I•

4).

the ABCD .atr1x representing a confocal telescopeJ see p. 20.

T a the rot tional eena1t1v1ty coefficient vhich specifies the
1 aaount of displ,acement at the t rget for a unit rotation
of soae co one~ in the outp~ optical tratnJ see p. S4.

the rotatio
s~nait1Y1ty coefficient vh1ch spectfiee the
aunt of beam rot tion at the target for a unit rotation
of soJie eo11ponent in the output optical trainJ see p • .$4.
T1

a•

'

the T1 rotational sensitivity coefficient for •1rror
M-8J aee p. SS.

T a the T rotational seneitivity coefficient for •irror
2' 8 ~8J ee2 p. SS •

..

T6 1

the rotational- enait1vity-caeff1eient vector for mirror
M-6, co11posed of the particular T1 and T for M-6J see p. SS.

2

f?• M-7,the composed
rotational- ens1t1Y1ty•coeffic1ent vecto:r for air:ror
of the particular T and T for M•7J see P• SS.
1

-a.

T a

2

the rotat1onal-aena1tiv1ty-coeffic1ent vector for .trror

8 K-8, CCJIIPoeed of the p rticular T1 and T for K-8J see P•
2

SS.
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the diap acmnent component of the ray vector Uj · see p.

ua

'the angular component of the ray vector Uj •~ee p.

u 11
..A..

ua

47 •

the ray ovector representing a spherical-wave iJ1P\R aligment
be. . •• outer beam radius; see p. 47.
.the displace ent coJIPonent of the ra:y vector YJ see' p.

Yl

the angular coJBPOnent of the ray vectorYJ ,s eep.

•'•

....

47.

47 •

the ray vector representing a spherical-wave bq»ut a11gnaent
beaa 1 a inner be • radiuaJ eee p. 47.

Tl

~

an abr

v(z)a

ia~ed

fo

for v(z); see p. 19.

width of a Gaussian bes J see p. 16.

the be

v a
2

width associated with q 2 J see p. 19.

V-11

the aero~..···•e vindov in the 1a er subayste J see p.

c

S.

a a all tran lation of concave llirror M-2 in a direction
perpendicular to the optical axiBJ se p. 39.

a
11 tr 1ation of convex airror M-1 in a direction
perpendieular to the op ical axiaJ see p. 39.

~~

x a

a coordinat

~~

a coordi

1

Xa

a coo rdl
P• 21.

1
~~

t~

in an 111pllt coordinate

yat m , ~ee p. 21.

in an output coordinate ay

~enJ

te 1n a fixed, external coordinate

see p. 21.
y.-teiiJ e.e e

a coordinate in a di8placed i!l'ut coordinate syatemJ aee p. 80.
a coordinate in a dieplaced outp t coordinate syatUJ aee

p.

ao.

y a a coordinate in an
1

y a
2
Ya

47.

a coord nat

a coordinat
P• 21.

t 1a

a coord1

p. 80.

t

1~

in an o

coordi

t

ayatemJ aee p. 21.

put coordinate ey teiiJ

1n a fixed,

xt r

in a d1Ql c d i

coordinat

~see

p. 21.

t2a

a coordinate 1n a displaced output coordinate systemJ
see p. 80.

a coordinate in the direction of propagationJ aee p. 16.

Zl

•

1

a coordinate 1n an input coordinate syste J see p. 21.

1

s 2 1 a coordinate in an output coordinate ayatemJ see P• 21.
a coordinate 1n a fixed, ert rnal coordinate eystemJ aee
p. 21.

Za

Z

a coordinate in a displaced input coordinate eystma; see

1

p. 80.
~~

a coordinate in a d1spl ced output coordinate

yatemJ

aee P• 80.
~1

the calar .W.t1p11er of the identity utrix 1 for the
first term of the reduced expression for f([)J aee p. J).

ot1 a the Yalue of £for the 1-th reftectionJ see p. )4.

@1 the calar aul.tlplier of the round-trip matr1% l for the
second term of the reduced &%pre iun for ~(f)J see p. )).

~11

the

rI

YalU@

an eige

of

q_ for the i-'th reflectionJ aee p. )4.

lue af the l,taatriXJ s~ee P• )).

)'1 a

a partie

~ 1

a p rt eular eig nYalue

2

ar eig

1rcf'ini~

ftV

lue of the

ot

l

aatriXJ see p. )).

the f.IUitrixJ aee p. ).).

aimal ehangeJ see p. 28.

A1

a amall or

~~

an arbitrary

~~

the wavelength Of the G usaian bea J see p. 16.

~0 1
1

fts

of lJroportionalityJ see p. 4J.

the free-apace va•elength of a propagating be&llJ sea P• 29.
the wavelength in a ••diwa for the first path of propagationJ
see p.

~21

canst~

29.

the vaYelength in a •edi\111 for the second path a! propagat onJ aee P• 29.

the conatant ).1415926S ••• J sea P• 16.
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e•
'fa

the density of airJ see p.

42.

the ray vector representing a mirror misalign11entJ see p. 27.

\VI

the angle of incidence at the surface of an optical element
for the generalized Z arla in a "three•d1Jiena1onal syn ~etaJ
see p. 79.

9a

the angle of rotational •isaligruaent
see p.

af

an optical elementJ

26.

Ji rotated
the rotational ray vector added to the input vector of a
optical 8J8te•J see p. 26.
1

_...

2

1

the rotatioruu ray vector added to the output Yector of ,a
rotated optical syste•J see p. 26.

8cr• a critical angle of aisalignment for an optical element
in the path of an alignment beam
king JDBny round trips
1naide an unstable reaonatorJ see p.

b4.

the critical angle of lliaalig ent for mirror M-1,
1,.10 vith the align~~ent beu aaking 10 round trips; see p.

64.

9 r
1 the critical angle of misaligruaent for mirror M-1,
c 1,11 vith the ali
ent beu making 11 round trip&J see p.

64.

the critical angle of llisaligmaent for •irror PI-2,
cr2, 10 vith the alignment beu aaking 10 round tripaJ see p.

6S.

the critical angle af aisalignment for •irror ~2,
cr2,11 with the alignment beu .ak1ng 11 round tripaJ see P•

6S.

Bcr

1

B

1

9

1

9

a· the critical angle of •1aal1gnaent for mirror M-JJ see
cr) P• 67.

9cr

1

the critical angle of aisal1gnment for airror JII-4J see

4 P• 67.
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